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Functional instrument cluster

S p e c i fi c a t i o n s

C o l o r s

Pearl Nebular Black (YAY)

248cm
3
, liquid-cooled SOHC in-line 2-cylinder engine has user-friendly 

characteristics in low-to-mid range engine speed to match with a variety of 
riding conditions.

Fuel Injection system electronically controls the fuel volume and the 
injection timing to the optimum values according to the riding condition, based 
on information from various sensors, in order to improve fuel economy and 
reduce emission. This also contributes to improved idling stability and almost 
linear throttle response, and makes for stable performance.

A six-speed transmission is mated well to the engine design, with the 
cylinders’ long-stroke design boosting the goal of low-to-mid range power 
delivery.

A coupling-type balancer shaft fitted to engine’s crankshaft reduces engine 
vibration and enhances riding comfort.

Semi double-cradle chassis is designed to provide ample support for a 
variety of riding styles, while humbly securing this bike’s more visible and 
prominent features.

Telescopic front forks soak up bumps for smooth tracking up front – 
whether riding rough city streets or faster open roads.

Rear suspension action is handled by a mono-shock system that stays 
hidden from view to amplify the bike’s style. With seven-way adjustable spring 
preload, the rear suspension adds to its versatility.

The handlebars are designed to provide comfortable riding position. 5-way 
adjustable brake lever allows rider to adjust brake lever position.

The multi-function instrumentation displays a variety of information. In the 
center, there is large analog tachometer with convenient digital gear position 
indicator. It’s flanked by a digital LCD speedometer, odometer, twin trip meter, 
clock and fuel gauge readouts, maintenance interval indicator and adjustable 
rpm indicator on the right, plus LED indicators on the left.

Hydraulic disc brakes front and rear provide consistent and controlled 
braking whether commuting on city streets or roaming the open road.

Strong three-spoke 17inch aluminum wheels are wrapped in road-grabbing 
tires rated to provide sport-style performance through a wide range of road 
conditions.

The sharp headlight makes a prominent statement, bursting from its slim, 
angled shell. A bright 12V60/55W main headlight bulb is supported by position 
lamps on each side.

Bold turn signals blended into the brash bodywork make a kingly 
statement. The glamorous seat tail cover provides the impression of 
volume and sharpness.

The 13.3-liter fuel tank allows for long-range riding, and it’s shaped to 
provide comfortable and confident seating.

The contoured seat rises from its slim marriage with the fuel tank to a 
raised passenger platform. It provides for comfortable and controlled 
seating with a low 780mm seat height, while blending with the 
motorcycle’s stylish appeal.

The passenger grab bar adds a comfortable hold for tandem rides, and 
serves up style when riding solo.

The rear combination light uses a double lens arrangement employing 
a clear lens which covers the outside of the tail/brake light, imparting a 
high quality image.

Big bike looks and quality with a modern stylish design that features 
symmetry in the area around the cylinder heads, the dual chromed 
exhaust system, etc.

Rear view gives an impression of high quality, including the bold, edgy 
frame covers that impart confident and stylish bodylines.

When designed well and manufactured with care, a motorcycle can define the times as much it does the rider. The Suzuki INAZUMA is 
that motorcycle. The INAZUMA - in Japanese, that's the Lightning that strikes in a thunderstorm - delivers both electrifying style and 
affordable substance for a world that demands both.

Liquid-cooled, in-line 2-cylinder

Dual chromed exhaust muffler

The Spark For Your Inner Engine Engine Type  4-stroke, 2-cylinder, liquid-cooled, SOHC

Engine Displacement 248 cm3 (15.1 cu. in)

Bore x Stroke  53.5 mm x 55.2 mm

Compression Ratio 11.5 : 1

Transmission  6-speed constant mesh

Overall Length   2145 mm (84.4 in)

Overall Width    760 mm (29.9 in)

Overall Height   1075 mm (42.3 in)

Wheelbase   1430 mm (56.3 in)

Ground Clearance   165 mm (  6.4 in)

Seat Height   780 mm (30.7 in)

Curb mass   183 kg (403 lbs)

Suspension Front Telescopic, coil spring, oil damped

 Rear Swingarm type, coil spring, oil damped

Brakes Front Disc

 Rear Disc

Tires Front 110/80-17M/C 57H, tubeless

 Rear 140/70-17M/C 66H, tubeless

Ignition Type  Electronic ignition (Transistorized)

Fuel Tank  13.3 L (3.5 US gal)
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Specifications, appearance, colors (including body color), equipment, materials and other aspects of the “SUZUKI” products 
shown in this catalogue are subject to change by Suzuki at any time without notice, and they may vary depending on local 
conditions or requirements. Some models are not available in some regions.  Each model may be discontinued without notice.
Please inquire at your local dealer for details of any such changes.
    Always wear a helmet, eye protection and protective clothing.  Enjoy riding safely.
    Read your Owner's Manual carefully. Never ride under the influence of alcohol or other drugs. 

Candy Cardinal Red (PDD)
For Mexican Spec.For Mexican Spec.

Pearl Glacier White (YWW)
For European and Indonesian Specs.


